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ABSTRACT

Transcription elongation factors from the NusG
family are ubiquitous from bacteria to humans and
play diverse roles in the regulation of gene expres-
sion. These proteins consist of at least two
domains. The N-terminal domains directly bind to
the largest, b0 in bacteria, subunit of RNA polymer-
ase (RNAP), whereas the C-terminal domains
interact with other cellular components and serve
as platforms for the assembly of large nucleoprotein
complexes. Escherichia coli NusG and its paralog
RfaH modify RNAP into a fast, pause-resistant
state but the detailed molecular mechanism of this
modification remains unclear since no high-
resolution structural data are available for the
E. coli system. We wanted to investigate whether
Thermus thermophilus (Tth) NusG can be used as
a model for structural studies of this family of regu-
lators. Here, we show that Tth NusG slows down
rather than facilitates transcript elongation by its
cognate RNAP. On the other hand, similarly to the
E. coli regulators, Tth NusG apparently binds near
the upstream end of the transcription bubble,
competes with pA, and favors forward translocation
by RNAP. Our data suggest that the mechanism of
NusG recruitment to RNAP is universally conserved
even though the regulatory outcomes among its
homologs may appear distinct.

INTRODUCTION

The transcription elongation factor NusG has been
identified in Escherichia coli on the basis of its requirement
for phage � N-dependent gene expression and thus named
N utilization substance G (1). Subsequent studies
demonstrated that E. coli (Eco) NusG affects
Rho-dependent termination (2), transcriptional arrest
by HK022 Nun protein (3), RNA chain elongation (4)

and translation (5), and is also a key component of
the rRNA antitermination complex (6). NusG is essential
in wild-type E. coli (2) and is associated with RNAP
transcribing most of the E. coli MG1655 genes (7).
However, recent studies (8) demonstrate that Eco
NusG becomes dispensable when the rac prophage
kil gene is deleted and suggest that the essential
role of NusG in E. coli is to enhance Rho-dependent
termination within the horizontally transferred operons,
thereby limiting their expression. In support of this hy-
pothesis, Eco NusG directly interacts with Rho (9) to
increase Rho-dependent termination at suboptimal sites
(10,11).

Given the variety of functions that have been assigned
to NusG, it is difficult to infer which of these functions is
(are) the most important. The majority of functional data
were collected with Eco NusG (1,4,7,9,11–13); Bacillus
subtilis (Bsu) (14) and Thermotoga maritima (15) NusGs
have also been partially characterized. Despite their high
sequence and structural conservation, NusG proteins
from different bacteria appear to have somewhat different
functions and interaction partners. In contrast to E. coli,
NusG is dispensable in B. subtilis (16) and Staphylococcus
aureus (17) and does not bind to Rho in T. thermophilus
(18). Many species also encode specialized NusG paralogs.
In E. coli, RfaH activates expression of LPS and capsule
biosynthesis operons, hemolysin, and fertility genes by
post-initiation mechanism that has been compared to
antitermination (19). In Bacteroides fragilis, eight
RfaH-like operon-specific UpxY antiterminators regulate
expression of capsular polysaccharides (20). The diverse
range of binding partners/activities suggests that, after
diverging from a common ancestor, different NusG-like
proteins became adapted to playing specialized regulatory
roles.

Functional analysis of this protein family has been
greatly accelerated by the availability of several structures
(9,18,21–24) solved by X-ray crystallography and NMR.
The N-terminal domains of the NusG-like proteins are
similar, whereas their C-terminal domain structures are
quite divergent (Figure 1). The differences range from
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the presence of additional domains (Figure 1C) to a
complete domain refolding of the C-terminal domain of
RfaH (RfaHC) relative to that of NusG (NusGC). The
SH3 b-barrel in NusG is transformed into an a-helical

hairpin in RfaH (25), yet the RfaHC sequence can be
easily threaded into a NusG-like structure.
Comparison of RfaH and Eco NusG (9,25) shed light

on the similarities and differences between their molecular

Figure 1. Structural conservation in the NusG family. (A) Structural models of the N-terminal domains of E. coli NusG (21) and yeast Spt5 (58)
proteins. Secondary structure elements are colored and indicated on the sequence alignment shown at the bottom; the side chain of a highly
conserved Trp residue is shown as red spheres (and as a red star in the alignment). The conserved residues are indicated in red on the alignment
based on multiple sequences; only Tth NusG, Eco NusG, Eco RfaH and yeast Spt5 are shown, the numbering corresponds to Tth NusG. Out of 35
residues conserved among bacterial homologs, the vast majority are hydrophobic (27), six are structural (Pro and Gly). One of two positively charged
conserved residues is located in the b loop; deletion of this loop (but not multiple substitutions that remove the charge) eliminates Eco NusG effects
on elongation and Rho-dependent termination (39). (B) The proposed RNAP-binding surface (23) of Eco NusG lined with conserved hydrophobic
residues (including Trp9, spheres) is facing the viewer. (C) Domain architecture of NusG-like proteins in the three domains of life; the experimentally
confirmed binding partners are shown. NGN, NusGN; KOW, Kyprides–Ouzounis–Woese domain; see Steiner et al. (21) and references therein; CTR,
C-terminal repeats. This figure was made using PyMol (DeLano Scientific, Palo Alto, CA).
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mechanisms. Like NusG, RfaH increases the apparent
rate of RNA chain elongation (19) and reduces pausing
and termination at sites where RNAP is prone to back-
tracking in vitro; these effects are likely due to the stabil-
ization of a forward-translocated state (26,27) of the
transcription elongation complex (TEC). Unlike NusG,
RfaH reduces pausing at hairpin-dependent sites (23),
does not bind to Rho (IA, data not shown), and only
acts on operons that encode a 12-nt long ops element
(19). During recruitment to the TEC, RfaH specifically
recognizes the ops bases in the non-template (NT) DNA
strand transiently exposed on the surface of the moving
enzyme. This interaction triggers domain dissociation
that unmasks the RNAP-binding site located at the
domain interface in free RfaH (23). In contrast, the
RNAP-binding surface is always exposed in NusG (9),
which can be recruited to RNAP at any site on a
template. Following their recruitment, NusG (7) and
RfaH (25) remain associated with RNAP throughout
elongation in vivo.
The RfaH and NusG N-terminal domains (RfaHN and

NusGN) are sufficient for their anti-pausing effects and
likely bind to the b0 clamp helices domain (b0 CH) of
RNAP, as does Methanococcus jannaschii (Mja) NusG
(28). In fact, even though the isolated RfaHN recognizes
the ops sequence during elongation, it no longer requires
ops for recruitment to the TEC. Thus, the ops element
serves to restrict the RfaH action to a subset of E. coli
operons. The C-terminal domains play protein-specific
roles: RfaHC indirectly confers the requirement for the
ops element (23) and may bind to ribosome (25), NusGC

interacts with Rho (9) and NusE (29) and Spt5C likely
serves as an assembly platform for proteins that
promote transcription elongation and histone modifica-
tion (30).
We are particularly interested in the mechanism of the

antipausing modification of RNAP by the NusG-like
proteins. These proteins bind �75 Å away from the
RNAP active site (9,23,28) and may act directly, by
binding to and stabilizing the upstream DNA fork
junction, or allosterically, by altering conformational
dynamics of the trigger loop and the bridge helix, the
two key catalytic elements in the b0-subunit (31). These
mechanisms are not exclusive, and high-resolution struc-
tural data will be required to elucidate the fine details of
NusG/TEC interactions. Sequence and structural conser-
vation of NusG and its target on RNAP, together with a
recent analysis of archaeal NusG (28), suggest that bac-
terial model systems recapitulate all the aspects of
antipausing modification (as opposed to a complex
network of regulatory interactions of Spt5 in eukaryotes;
see ‘Discussion’ section). The high-resolution structures of
the TEC and the full-length NusG are available only for
T. thermophilus, which lacks the better-studied RfaH. We
wanted to ascertain that Tth NusG can be used as a model
for the structure/function analysis. Here, we report that,
similarly to RfaH, Tth NusG binds to, and stabilizes the
forward translocated state of, the TEC and competes with
Tth sA during elongation. Thus, the architecture of the
NusG-bound TEC appears to be conserved, justifying the

choice of Tth NusG as a model for this family of
regulators.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmids and reagents

pTYB12 was obtained from NEB (Ipswich, MA, USA).
All general reagents were obtained from Sigma Aldrich
(St Louis, MO, USA) and Fisher (Pittsburgh, PA,
USA); NTPs, [g32P]-ATP and [a32P]-GTP, from GE
Healthcare (Piscataway, NJ, USA) and Perkin Elmer
(Boston, MA, USA); PCR reagents, restriction and modi-
fication enzymes, from NEB, Roche (Indianapolis, IN,
USA) and Epicentre (Madison, WI, USA). Chitin beads
and Ni-sepharose were from NEB and GE Healthcare,
respectively. Oligonucleotides were obtained from
Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA, USA) and
Sigma Aldrich. DNA purification kits were from Qiagen
(Valencia, CA, USA) and Promega (Madison, WI, USA).

Protein expression and purification

XJb (�DE3) strain transformed with pVS58 (Tth NusG
ORF cloned between NdeI and NotI sites of pTYB12) was
inoculated into LB (Miller) + 0.1mg/l carbenicillin +
auto-induction reagents as described by Studier (32).
The culture was grown with agitation at 32�C till station-
ary phase (�20 h; OD600�5). Arabinose was added to
0.06% after 12–16 h to induce the expression of endolysin.
Cells were collected by centrifugation and frozen at
�80�C. Pellet was resuspended in IMPACT-CN500
buffer (50mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.8, 500mM NaCl, 1mM
EDTA)+1� Complete� EDTA-free Protease Inhibitors
Cocktail (Roche) + 0.1% Tween-20. Cells were lysed by
ultrasonication, followed by centrifugation (2� 30min at
29 500g, 4�C), and the cleared lysate was loaded on chitin
beads equilibrated with IMPACT-CN500. The column
was washed with 10 volumes of IMPACT-CN500, three
volumes of IMPACT-CN500+50mM DTT, and
incubated at 22�C for 18 h. The cleaved-off protein was
eluted with IMPACT-CN500, polished by gel-filtration
over a Sephacryl S-200 HR column (GE Healthcare),
dialysed against storage buffer (50% glycerol, 100mM
NaCl, 10mM Tris–HCl pH 7.9, 0.1mM EDTA, 0.1mM
DTT) and stored at �20�C.

pIA885 containing residues 1–117 of Tth NusG
(NusGN) fused to a His6 tag and a TEV recognition site
under the T7 promoter was transformed into XJb (�DE3)
strain. An overnight culture was diluted 1/100 into fresh
LB (Miller) medium and grown at 37�C. IPTG was added
to 1mM at OD600 �0.4, cells were grown for 3.5 h at 30�C,
and collected by centrifugation. The pellet was resus-
pended in Lysis buffer (500mM NaCl, 50mM Tris–HCl
pH 6.9, 5% glycerol, 0.1mM EDTA, 1mM bME, with
Complete� cocktail) and disrupted by ultrasonication.
The extract was cleared by centrifugation and subjected
to heat shock for 20min at 70�C. Precipitate was removed
by centrifugation, supernatant was filtered and loaded
onto a Ni–sepharose (GE Healthcare) gravity column
preequilibrated with Lysis buffer. Column was washed
with 10 volumes of Lysis buffer, 10 volumes of HepA
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buffer (50mM Tris–HCl pH 6.9, 5% glycerol, 1mM
bME) and 10 volumes of HepA+20mM imidazole.
Protein was eluted with HepA+100mM imidazole and
loaded onto a HiTrap Heparin HP column (GE
Healthcare). Bound proteins were eluted by NaCl
gradient, NusGN eluted as a single peak at 12mSi
(�220mM NaCl). NusGN fractions were concentrated
on Amicon filtration device MWCO 5kDa (Millipore,
Billerica, MA, USA) and NaCl concentration was
adjusted to 500mM. His6 tagged TEV protease (100 mg)
was incubated with the protein sample (�8mg) at 4�C for
48 h. The cleaved-off His6 tag, the uncut His6-NusGN, and
(His-tagged) TEV were removed by absorption to
Ni–sepharose. NusGN was dialyzed into storage buffer
(as described earlier) and stored at �20�C.

Transcript elongation assays

Linear DNA template generated by PCR amplification
(30 nM), holo RNAP (40 nM), ApU (100mM), and
starting NTP subsets (1 mM GTP, 5 mM ATP and UTP,
10 mCi [a32P]-GTP, 3000Ci/mmol) were mixed in 100ml of
TGA10 (20mM Tris–acetate, 20mM Na–acetate, 10mM
Mg–acetate, 5% glycerol, 1mMDTT, 0.1mM EDTA, pH
7.9). Reactions were incubated for 10min at 37�C or 55�C
for Eco and Tth RNAP, respectively; thus halted TECs
were stored on ice. Transcription was restarted by
addition of nucleotides (10mM GTP, 150 mM ATP, CTP
and UTP) and heparin to 10 mg/ml at either 37�C or 55�C.
Samples were removed at desired time points and
quenched by addition of an equal volume of STOP
buffer (10M urea, 60mM EDTA, 45mM Tris–borate;
pH 8.3).

Pause-free elongation assays

Halted radiolabeled A29 TECs (40 nM) formed on a linear
template PCR amplified from pIA146 DNA template con-
taining the pause-less rpoB gene in 30 ml of TGA2 buffer
with ATP and CTP at 2.5mM, GTP at 1 mM, ApU at
150 mM and 20 mCi of [a-32P]GTP (3000Ci/mmol; Perkin
Elmer) for 10min at 55�C, diluted 8-fold and split into six
aliquots. Samples were incubated with NusG (200 nM) or
storage buffer for 1min, and transcription was restarted
by addition of NTPs (150mM ATP, CTP, UTP and 10 mM
GTP). Aliquots were withdrawn at indicated times,
quenched and analyzed on 5% denaturing gels.

Sigma competition assay

Sigma competition assay was performed on a linear
pAS33 DNA template (50 nM) containing � PR

promoter followed by a C-less region, �-dependent
pause (�P) and the hisT terminator. Halted TECs were
prepared in 50 ml of TGA2 buffer (20mM Tris–acetate,
20mM Na–acetate, 2mM Mg–acetate, 5% glycerol,
1mM DTT, 0.1mM EDTA, pH 7.9) with holo Tth
RNAP (50 nM), ApU (100 mM) and starting NTPs
(1 mM GTP, 5 mM ATP and UTP, 10 mCi [a32P]GTP,
3000Ci/mmol) at 55�C for 10min. Tth NusG and/or sA

was added to 0.5 mM followed by a 1-min incubation at
55�C. Transcription was restarted by the addition of all
four NTPs to 40 mM and rifapentin to 25 mg/ml.

KMnO4 footprinting

Linear 153-bp DNA fragment containing � PR promoter
was made by PCR amplification using pIA226 as a
template with primers 17 (50-CGTTAAATCTATCACC
GCAAGGG) and 138 (50-ATCGCCTGAAAGACTAG
TCAGG). The NT DNA strand primer (#17) was
end-labeled with [32P]-gATP with PNK (Epicentre) and
purified using G-50 spin columns (GE Healthcare). PCR
products were gel-purified using a Wizard� SV kit
(Promega). Sequencing reactions were performed using
the same labeled primer with SequiTherm kit
(Epicentre). Open complexes were formed with holo Tth
RNAP (200 nM) preincubated with the labeled promoter
fragment (100 nM) and ApU (100mM) for 10min at 55�C
in GBB buffer (20mM Tris–HCl, 20mM NaCl, 14mM
MgCl2, 5% glycerol and 0.1mM EDTA; pH 7.9) in the
presence of 0.03% DMSO. To form halted complexes, the
reaction was supplemented with 1 mM GTP, 5 mM ATP
and 5 mM UTP. NusGN was added to 2 mM where
indicated. Samples were shifted to room temperature
and treated with 10mM KMnO4 for 60 s. After addition
of an equal volume of quench mix (1.5M NaAc, pH 5.2,
80mM EDTA, 6M b-mercaptoethanol), samples were
subjected to phenol–chloroform extraction and
precipitated with ethanol. Pellets were dissolved in 20 ml
of water, incubated with 100 ml of 0.5M piperidine at 95�C
for 20min. Following ethanol precipitation, DNA was
dissolved in 96% formamide.
The changes in reactivity of the accessible (single-

stranded or unstacked) T residues in the NT DNA
between positions �10 to+20 relative to the transcription
start site were evaluated by ImageQuant software. As the
shape of the peaks did not vary dramatically, we used their
heights to evaluate the relative KMnO4 reactivity at each
position. If one assumes that the area below a peak can be
roughly approximated by the area of a triangle, two
possibilities can be considered: these triangles are (i) isos-
celes and similar or (ii) isosceles and equal base. A change
in the height of the two triangles by a factor of n would
correspond to a change in their areas by a factor n2 or n,
respectively. We used the range from n to n2 to estimate
the effect of Tth NusGN on the accessibility of each
residue.

Transcript cleavage

Linear pIA226 DNA template, holo Tth RNAP (200 nM),
ApU (100mM) and starting NTPs (1mM GTP, 5 mM ATP
and UTP, 10 mCi [g32P]-GTP, 3000Ci/mmol) were mixed
in 30 ml of buffer TGA2 and incubated for 10min at 55�C.
Halted A26 complex was purified by gel filtration through
G-50 spin columns equilibrated in TGA2, diluted 4-fold
and stored on ice. Reactions were initiated by shifting
samples to 55�C. PPi (1/10 volume of 2mM stock) and
Tth NusG where added where indicated. Samples were
quenched with the STOP buffer at the selected times.

Sample analysis

Samples were heated for 2–3min at 95�C and separated by
electrophoresis in denaturing 5–12% acrylamide (19:1)
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gels (7M Urea, 0.5� TBE). The gels were dried and
RNA products were visualized and quantified using a
Molecular Dynamics Storm 820 Phosphorimaging
System, ImageQuant Software and Microsoft Excel.

RESULTS

Tth NusG slows down the already ‘fast’ Tth RNAP

We wanted to test if Tth NusG increases the rate of RNA
chain extension in vitro. Although it is the most readily
observable in vitro phenotype of Eco NusG (12,33,34),
several considerations suggest that it may not represent
the universal effect of NusG-like factors. First, we
argued that RfaH (or the isolated RfaHN) acts by dis-
favoring isomerization into a paused state: (i) RfaHN de-
creases the elongation rate on templates that do not
encode strong pauses and (ii) the ‘fast’ RNAP variants
that do not pause readily are relatively resistant to the
RfaH action (27). Second, similarly to Bsu enzyme,

which does not pause at several E. coli pause signals
(35), Tth RNAP is missing the b0 SI3 domain; deletion
of this domain makes Eco RNAP ‘fast’ (27). If Tth
enzyme was resistant to falling into a paused state, it
would fail to respond to NusG. Third, Bsu NusG in-
creases pausing at a hairpin-dependent site (14).

It is currently unknown whether regulatory pause
signals exist in Thermus. We first compared recognition
of a canonical hairpin-dependent his pause signal by the
Eco and Tth enzymes. We used a template that has a
phage � PR promoter, which is readily recognized by
both enzymes (36), followed by a 26-nt long region that
does not encode C residues (Figure 2). When transcription
is initiated in the absence of CTP, RNAP stalls after
addition of AMP at position 26. Upon addition of a
complete set of NTPs and heparin (to prevent
re-initiation), a single round of elongation can be moni-
tored. Because transcription initiation is quite sensitive to
the reaction temperature, we formed halted radiolabeled
A26 TECs at near-physiological conditions, 37�C and

Figure 2. Effects of temperature on transcript elongation of Eco and Tth RNAPs. (Top) Transcript generated from the � PR promoter on a linear
pIA226 DNA template; transcription start site (a bent arrow), C-less region, hisP pause signal (pause after U77), and transcript end are indicated on
top. (Bottom) Halted A26 TECs were formed at 50 nM with Tth RNAP (left panel) or Eco RNAP (right panel) as described in ‘Materials and
Methods’ section. Elongation was restarted upon addition of NTPs and heparin at 37 or 55�C. Aliquots were withdrawn at times indicated above
each lane (in seconds) and analyzed on 8% denaturing gels. Positions of the halted (A26), paused (hisP) and run-off transcripts are indicated with
arrows. Sizes of the 32P-labeled DNA markers used as molecular weight standards (M; pBR322 MspI digest) are indicated on the right.
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55�C, for Eco and Tth RNAPs, respectively. We then
monitored RNA chain extension upon addition of NTP
substrates and heparin; in this case, different temperatures
can be used since TECs retain their activity over a broader
range of conditions.

We found that Eco RNAP paused at the hisP site and
elongated the nascent RNA at roughly the same rate at
either temperature. Similarly to T. aquaticus enzyme, Tth
RNAP was ‘cold-sensitive’ (37) and its elongation rate was
dramatically slower at 37�C; however, it still did not rec-
ognize the hisP signal efficiently (Figure 2). Pausing at the
hisP site has been proposed to depend in part on inter-
actions between a pause RNA hairpin and the b flap

domain of Eco RNAP (38); a failure of Tth RNAP to
pause at this site may be due to its inability to establish
these contacts.
We next tested the response of Eco and Tth RNAP to

both NusG proteins on a template that encodes a
hairpin-independent (class II) pause signal, opsP
(Figure 3A). This signal induces backtracking, a process
that is relatively independent of specific interactions
between RNAP and the nucleic acid chains in the TEC
(12), and thus could be recognized by different RNAPs.
While Eco RNAP paused at the ops site efficiently at both
37�C and 55�C (left panel), Tth RNAP did not recognize
this signal (right panel) even at 37�C; in contrast,

Figure 3. Effects of the NusG proteins on the transcript elongation rate. (A) Transcript generated from the � PR promoter on a linear pIA692 DNA
template; transcription start site (a bent arrow), C-less region, opsP pause site (+84), rrnB T1 terminator (release site at+247), and transcript end are
indicated. (Bottom) Halted A26 TECs were formed at 50 nM with Eco RNAP (left panel) or Tth RNAP (right panel) as described in ‘Materials and
Methods’ section. Elongation was restarted upon addition of NTPs and heparin in the absence or in the presence of 1 mM NusG variant (as indicated
above each panel); assays were carried out at 37�C (left panels) or 55�C (right panels). Aliquots were withdrawn at times indicated above each lane
and analyzed on 8% denaturing gels. Positions of the halted (A26), paused (opsP), terminated (rrnB T1) and run-off transcripts are indicated with
arrows. (B) Effect of the Tth NusG on transcription on a ‘pause-free’ pIA146 template (top). Halted radiolabeled A29 TECs were extended with
NTPs in the absence or in the presence of Tth NusG, aliquots were withdrawn at indicated times and analyzed on 5% denaturing gels; only the gel
region near the run-off transcript is shown. The mean rate was calculated from three independent experiments as described previously (27).
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Bsu enzyme pauses at ops, albeit weakly (35). Addition of
Eco NusG moderately increased the elongation rate by
20%, consistent with many published reports [(39) and
references therein] of the Eco enzyme, but had no effect
on Tth RNAP. Conversely, Tth NusG reduced (by �60%)
an overall elongation rate of its cognate enzyme while
having no effect on Eco RNAP. We could not detect
any significant site-specific effects of Tth NusG (e.g. an
appearance of a new pause species) on either pIA692
(Figure 3A) or pIA226 template (data not shown).
To directly compare the effects of Tth and Eco NusGs

on the elongation rate, we utilized a well-characterized
pIA146 template (Figure 3B) that encodes the E. coli
rpoB fragment which is devoid of strong pauses. We moni-
tored the overall elongation rate by accumulation of
1225 nt run-off RNA. The Eco NusG effects on this
template have been measured both in bulk (9) and in

single-molecule (26) experiments; NusG conferred a
moderate (10–20%) rate increase under a variety of
conditions, including at near-physiological NTP concen-
trations. However, even under conditions that favor
RNAP pausing (low [GTP]), Tth NusG reduced the
mean rate �2-fold (Figure 3B).

Different NusG proteins have small and distinct effects
on intrinsic termination

Next, we wanted to find out whether NusG proteins also
differ in their effects on intrinsic termination. We used a
set of seven templates (A through G) in which � PR

promoter is followed by a terminator (Figure 4); five of
these signals (C–G) induce termination by Eco RNAP.
Additional two candidates (A and B) were cloned from
the T. thermophilus genome (NC_006461; KEGG); both
have a canonical terminator structure with a hairpin

Figure 4. Transcription termination by Eco and Tth RNAPs. (A) Transcript generated from the � PR promoter on a linear pIA747 DNA (template
A); transcription start site (a bent arrow), C-less region (residues 1–26), Tth T1969 terminator (release at 227, a red dot) and transcript end (325, a
green dot) are indicated. (B) Halted A26 TECs were formed at 50 nM on templates A–G (indicated below) with Eco or Tth RNAP. Termination was
assayed in single-round A26 RNA extension by addition of all four NTPs (to 200 mM) and heparin (at 10 mg/ml) in the absence or in the presence of
1mM NusG. The reactions were incubated for 10min at 55�C (for Tth RNAP, top panel) or at 37�C (for Eco RNAP, bottom panel), and quenched.
Products were analyzed on 6% denaturing gels. Positions of terminated (red dots) and run-off (green dots) RNAs are shown on the left. Sizes of the
32P-labeled DNA markers used as molecular weight standards (M; pBR322 MspI digest) are indicated on the right. (C) Terminators used in this
study. Release occurs between the underlined positions (at two sites in case of hisT). (D) Termination efficiency (terminated transcript as a fraction of
total RNA) was determined in four independent experiments. Templates are indicated below each set of bars, the key is shown in the figure.
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followed by a U-rich region and are located at the end of
the transcription units. T1672 (template A) is located after
the gene encoding isocitrate lyase (genome coordinates
1 409 340–1 409 359); T1969 (template B) is found at the
end of the tRNA-Asn gene (1 653 421–1 653 440).

Single round termination assays were carried out at
37�C and 55�C for the Eco and Tth enzymes, respectively
(Figure 4B). The two enzymes behaved very differently.
While two strong E. coli terminators, hisT (G) and rrnB
T1 (F), were recognized even better by the Tth RNAP, this
enzyme terminated much less efficiently at another strong
(T7 Te; C) and two weak, T3 Te (D) and P14 (E), E. coli
terminators. Two putative T. thermophilus terminators
triggered weak termination by Eco RNAP; the Tth
enzyme essentially bypassed T1969 (A) and terminated
with low (and comparable to that of Eco RNAP) effi-
ciency at T1672 (B). While a thorough comparison is im-
possible to make from such a small data set (and such a
comparison was not intended in this work), some prelim-
inary conclusions may be made. At two signals (F and G)
that trigger the high-efficiency (>55%) termination by Tth
RNAP, the four terminal bases in the transcript are Us.
By contrast, at four out of five signals that Tth enzyme
bypasses easily (B, C, D and E; <20% termination), the
residues at which termination occurs (as measured by the
transcript release from the immobilized TECs; IA, data
not shown) are GC, CG, CG and CU, respectively. The
terminal U residues are thought to favor fraying of the
transcript 30-end from the template DNA during the for-
mation of the elemental pause state, which is a precursor
for termination. As compared to the Eco enzyme, Tth
RNAP is characterized by a higher apparent rate and
reduced pausing (Figures 2 and 3), suggesting that it
may be relatively resistant to fraying of the 30-nucleotide,
an effect that would be augmented by the presence of
non-U residues at the end of the nascent RNA. The
putative Tth 1969 signal appears to be an exception; it
induced <10% termination by both enzymes despite the
presence of a perfect run of eight U residues at the end of
the terminated RNA. In this case, one may consider a
possibility that the predicted structure does not form
during transcription. For example, an alternative stable
RNA structure may form upstream of the putative termin-
ator hairpin, thereby precluding folding of the latter; we
did not assess this possibility experimentally.

Response to NusG also differed between the two
enzymes. While the effects were generally modest, Eco
NusG reproducibly reduced termination at strong rrnB
T1 and T7 Te sites, and showed small effects at T3 Te
and hisT signals. In contrast, Tth NusG did not reduce
termination at any site, and slightly increased termination
at rrnB T1 and Tth T1672 signals. We did not test the
NusG effects on heterologous RNAPs because we did
not observe any such effects during elongation assays
(Figure 3).

We conclude that (i) NusG proteins from E. coli and
T. thermophilus have modest effects on termination by
their cognate RNAPs (Figure 4), and (ii) these effects
parallel those observed during transcript elongation
(Figure 3).

Tth NusG reduces pA-induced pausing by Tth RNAP

Interactions of the E. coli initiation factor s70 with the NT
DNA strand and the b0 CH domain apparently induce
RNAP pausing at promoter-proximal and downstream
sequences (40–42) that bear resemblance to the TATAA
T hexamer. Pausing is likely caused by energetically favor-
able s/DNA contacts that have to be broken before
RNAP can move forward. In the RfaH/TEC model (23),
RfaHN domain simultaneously binds to the NT DNA
strand and the b0 CH domain, the same targets that s
uses for recruitment to the TEC. We showed that the
full-length Eco RfaH and the isolated RfaHN abrogate
s-dependent pausing of Eco RNAP, presumably
through steric competition (43). Since both sets of inter-
actions required for the s-induced pausing are conserved
between the Eco and Tth RNAPs, we reasoned that sA,
the primary s factor from T. thermophilus, should induce
pausing at the TATAAT consensus element. Furthermore,
the high degree of conservation of the NusGN-like
domains (Figure 1) suggests that Tth NusG may also
inhibit s-dependent pausing.
To test these predictions, we constructed a template

with a consensus extended �10 (TGcTATAAT)
sequence located downstream from the � PR promoter
and the C-less region (Figure 5A). We prepared halted
A26 TECs and monitored RNA chain extension upon
addition of NTPs. Addition of sA to 500 nM induced
Tth RNAP pausing downstream from the �10 hexamer
(Figure 5B). Since this concentration is far below the
cellular level of the E. coli s70 (44), this effect is likely
physiologically relevant; sA concentration is expected to
fall in the same range. Both the site and the efficiency of
sA-induced pausing (Figure 5B) were similar to those
observed under identical experimental conditions for the
s70-induced pausing of Eco RNAP (43). This finding is
not surprising: primary s factors recognize the �10
element, and the determinants that ensure specific
promoter recognition (the bases on the NT strand and
the b0 CH residues) are also accessible within the TEC
to mediate s-induced stalling at promoter-like sites
during elongation (42). When present at 500 nM, Tth
NusG reduced the fraction of sA-stalled TECs by
�3-fold (Figure 5B). Given that Tth NusG decreases the
overall rate of elongation (Figure 3), its effect at the
s-dependent site cannot be explained by the Eco
NusG-like anti-pausing activity and is most likely due to
steric competition. Interestingly, in contrast to RfaHN

(23), Tth NusGN was less effective in reducing sA-
induced pausing (data not shown), suggesting that is has
a lower affinity to the TEC than the full-length protein;
the same effect was reported for Eco NusGN (9).

Tth NusG binds to NT DNA in the TEC

In the RfaH/TEC model (27), RfaHN interacts with the
upstream fork junction where the NT DNA bends sharply
(�90�) to reanneal with the template strand. A highly
similar NusGN is expected to bind to the same target.
To examine whether the fork-junction accessibility is
affected by Tth NusGN, we used footprinting by
KMnO4, which reacts with unstacked or unpaired
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thymines (Figure 6A). We chose to use the isolated
NusGN domain in place of the full-length protein
because (i) we expected that the presence of a flexibly
tethered NusGC (18) could complicate structural studies
and (ii) the N-terminal domains of E. coli RfaH and NusG
are sufficient for their effects on elongation (9,23).
The structure of Tth TEC (45) suggests that in halted

A26 complexes the fork junction lies between+14 and+15
residues, and that the NT stand T residues at +15, +16,
+18 and+20 are single stranded (Figure 6A, TEC). For
comparison, in open promoter complexes (Figure 6A,
RPo) the NT strand T residues at �10, �7, �4 and �3
are expected to be single-stranded and +2—unstacked,
assuming that sA and s70 make similar contacts to the
�10 element. However, s70 contacts with the �10 and �7
bases block KMnO4 access to the plane of these bases,
which thereby appear highly resistant to modification
(36). Indeed, the expected patterns were observed in
both RPo and TEC (Figure 6B).
We found that addition of Tth NusGN to the halted

TEC led to a partial protection of the upstream part of
the bubble (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). In the
presence of Tth NusGN, the permanganate reactivity at
positions +15 and +16 was reduced by �40–60% and
30–50%, respectively. By contrast, accessibility of the

T residues at+18 (<15% change) and+20 (no detectable
change) was not affected. Bsu NusG has also been shown
to alter KMnO4 reactivity of the NT strand in vivo and
in vitro (14).

Tth NusG stabilizes the post-translocated state
of the TEC

RfaH binds to a similar position on the nucleic acids
within the TEC and favors forward translocation by the
Eco RNAP (27). We argued that this activity may explain
an observed decrease in pausing conferred by RfaH. A
recent single-molecule study (26) has demonstrated that
Eco NusG increases Eco RNAP velocity and decreases
the entry into backtracked paused states. Both effects
can be readily explained by an effect on translocation;
indeed, the same result was achieved by applying assisting
force. To test whether this is a general feature of the
NusG-like proteins, we examined the effect of Tth NusG
on two types of RNA cleavage reactions.
Pyrophosphorolysis, a reversal of the nucleotide addition
reaction, and intrinsic RNA hydrolysis occur in
pre-translocated TECs; sensitivity of the nascent RNA
to these reactions can be used to infer the position of
the nascent RNA in the active site (Figure 6C).

Figure 5. Tth NusG inhibits sA-induced pausing by Tth RNAP. (A) The linear DNA template is shown on top with the transcription start site
(a bent arrow), the extended �10 motif, and the end indicated. (B) Single-round pause assays were performed in the absence or in the presence of sA

and Tth NusG (at 500 nM each), where indicated. A representative 6% denaturing gel is shown. Position of sP pause site was mapped in the
presence of chain-terminating NTPs (data not shown). The fraction of RNA at the sP site after a 240-s incubation (as percentage of total RNA) is
presented below each panel.
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The A26 TEC formed by either Eco (27) or Tth RNAP
(46) are relatively sensitive to PPi and GreB, indicating
that these complexes are in a pre-translocated and back-
tracked states. We formed halted radiolabeled A26
complexes, removed NTPs by gel filtration, and then
incubated these complexes for 1–20min at 55�C; PPi

(200 mM) and NusG (200 nM) were added where indicated
(Figure 6C). As expected, A26 complexes were sensitive to

the PPi-induced cleavage, with a half-life of �1.3min at
55�C. Tth, but not Eco (27), RNAP also displayed a high
level of intrinsic hydrolytic activity (the left panel).
Addition of NusG increased the half-life of A26 approxi-
mately 2-fold in both cases, from 3.7 to 7.6min in the
absence of PPi and from 1.3 to 2.8min in the presence
of PPi. The two reactions differ in their mechanisms, phos-
phoryl transfer and water-mediated, transcript-assisted

Figure 6. Tth NusG binds to Tth TEC and favors forward translocation. (A) Transcription complexes were formed on the � PR promoter template;
the top (NT) strand is labeled. The start site (+1) is indicated in blue. The NT strand T residues known (36) or expected to be modified by KMnO4

are shown in green. In RPo, the T residues at �10 and �7 positions are expected to be protected by the bound s (magenta). In the TEC halted at
A26, the Ts at positions +15, +16, +18 and +20 are expected to be accessible. (B) Analysis of KMnO4 modification patterns of RPo and TECs
formed with and without Tth NusGN (‘Materials and Methods’ section). (Left) Positions of hypersensitive (in one of the complexes) T residues and
the full-length, uncut DNA are indicated with arrows. (Right) Trace analysis of the data. The low-level (but above the background) modification of
Ts at �4, �3,+2,+4 and+7 positions in elongation complexes is likely due to the persistence of open complexes and abortive complexes. (C) Tth
NusG effect on RNA cleavage. (Left) TECs may interconvert between states in which the 30-end of the nascent RNA occupies different positions in
the RNAP active site. In the post-translocated configuration, the 30-OH is in the i site, the i+1 site is poised to bind the incoming NTP, and the
complex is resistant to cleavage. In the pre-translocated state, the 30-end occupies the i+1 site and the nascent RNA is sensitive to PPi- and
H2O-mediated cleavage. (Right) Halted Tth A26 complexes were incubated at 55�C for the times shown; NusG (200 nM) and PPi (200 mM) were
present where indicated. The reactions were analyzed on a 12% denaturing gel.
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hydrolysis (47), but are similarly affected by Tth NusG.
These results suggest that, similarly to Eco NusG and
RfaH, Tth NusG favors forward translocation of RNAP
along the DNA.

DISCUSSION

In this work we demonstrate that T. thermophilus elong-
ation factor NusG (i) apparently binds to the upstream
fork junction of Tth TEC; (ii) stimulates forward trans-
location of RNAP; and (iii) competes with the initiation
factor s during elongation; these phenotypes and the
binding site on RNAP are shared by E. coli RfaH and
NusG. On the other hand, in contrast to RfaH and
NusG which both decrease RNAP pausing, Tth NusG
does not facilitate transcript elongation by its cognate
RNAP. Thus, it appears that the well-documented accel-
eration of Eco RNAP by NusG may not be an essential
activity of this universally conserved transcription factor.
Together with recent reports from other groups, our data
suggest that even though all NusG-like proteins likely
bind to the same site on TEC (Figure 7), their regulatory
outcomes may depend on the intrinsic properties of the
affected RNAP and the identity of their interaction
partners.

NusG interactions with the TEC

In Eco RfaH (23) and NusG (9), Mja NusG (28) and
human DSIF (48), the binding to RNAP is likely
mediated by interactions between the CH domain and a
hydrophobic patch on the N-terminal domain. Thus, the
mode of recruitment to RNAP is likely common within
the NusG superfamily. However, the details of inter-
actions with nucleic acids may vary significantly among

different proteins. Eco RfaH requires an ops sequence in
the NT DNA strand exposed on the RNAP surface during
recruitment and directly crosslinks to the NT strand in the
TEC (19). RfaH likely maintains non-specific interactions
with the DNA throughout elongation; RfaH recognizes an
ops site positioned far downstream from its site of recruit-
ment. In contrast, Eco NusG does not crosslink to DNA
(or RNA); consistently, the region that mediates RfaH
binding to ops is the least conserved between the two
proteins (25). Two NusG orthologs, from Aquifex
aeolicus and T. maritima, bind to nucleic acids
non-specifically (15,21); this property could be attributed
to a large positively charged domains inserted into a
flexible b loop in the NusGN domain (Figure 1). Finally,
the action of Bsu NusG action is sensitive to sequence
alterations (49), and Eco NusG exhibits differential
effects at different pause sites (26). It is, however,
unclear whether these effects are mediated by base-specific
contacts between NusG and nucleic acids or are conferred
by changes in the TEC induced by altered RNA–DNA
interactions.

The observed protection of the residues at the
fork-junction by Tth NusG (Figure 6B) could be inter-
preted in several ways. First, NusG could make contacts
to the DNA bases that would directly shield Ts from
KMnO4 attack. Second, NusG could induce changes in
stacking interaction or backbone distortion that indirectly
result in altered sensitivity to KMnO4. Third, as suggested
earlier (10,12) and recently supported by the
single-molecule data for Eco NusG (26), Tth NusG
could favor forward translocation of RNAP. In the
latter case, one base pair would reanneal at the
upstream part of the bubble, leading to protection of
T+15 against KMnO4, and one base pair will become
separated ahead of the active site. The +2 base (T28) is
predicted to be unstacked but may or may not become
sensitive to modification by KMnO4; in different tran-
scription complexes, +2 position may appear accessible
or protected.

The observed pattern is inconsistent with base-specific
contacts between NusG and the NT DNA; such contacts
would be expected to confer strong protection (e.g. of the
�10 and �7T residues by the bound s in RPo; Figure 6B).
Competition with s (Figure 5) suggests that Tth NusG
may sterically hinder KMnO4 access to the bases;
however, additional effects on the DNA structure
cannot be excluded. This pattern of protection, together
with the reduction in RNA cleavage rates (Figure 6C), is
consistent with forward translocation induced by NusG
bound to the upstream fork junction.

The NusG/NT DNA interactions may (i) serve as
specific signals for a regulator (e.g. RfaH) recruitment;
(ii) insulate the TEC from factors (e.g. s) that target the
NT DNA; (iii) constrain the path/conformation of the NT
strand on the RNAP surface; and (iv) help to stabilize the
fork junction structure; A. aeolicus NusG was proposed to
induce partial melting of duplex DNA (21). However, at
least in some cases the NT contacts appear to be dispens-
able; for example, archaeal NusG functions in the absence
of the NT DNA (28).

Figure 7. A model for Tth NusG interactions. In the TEC, RNAP
(grey) is bound to the template (T, red) and NT (blue) DNA strands
that are separated in front of the active site (white circles, shown with
two catalytic Mg ions and the substrate NTP) to form a transcription
bubble. The single-stranded T strand is paired with the nascent RNA
(yellow) in an 8–9 bp RNA:DNA hybrid, the NT strand is exposed on
the RNAP surface. NusGN (green) interacts with the hydrophobic tip
of the b0 CH (dark grey cylinder) near the upstream fork junction.
NusGC (cyan) is connected to NusGN via a flexible linker and may
interact with ribosome (as shown), Rho (particularly in the absence of
translation), upstream DNA or other regulators. In NusG-bound TEC,
the primary binding site for s (magenta) composed of the NT strand
nucleotides and the b0 CH is blocked.
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NusG role in transcriptional pausing

We propose that the NusG-like proteins play a dual role
in regulation of transcriptional pausing: they insulate any
elongating RNAP from re-binding of s (and other factors
that target the NT DNA or the b0 CH) and prevent
isomerization of some, pause-prone, RNAP molecules
into the paused state.

The ability of Eco NusG to increase the elongation rate
was noted early and proposed to be an important part of
its mechanism. Similarly, RfaH is thought to act by
decreasing RNAP pausing. Pausing is triggered by
signals that induce formation of an elemental pause
state, in which the nascent RNA 30-end is misaligned
(50,51); isomerization into the paused state is thought to
occur from the pre-translocated state (50). RfaH fails to
affect transcription on pause-free templates and with
pause-resistant RNAPs (38) and Eco NusG has only a
small effect on pause-free RNAP velocity (26). Both
RfaH and NusG appear to favor the forward-translocated
state of the TEC, thereby inhibiting isomerization into the
paused state (10,27).

Recent data suggest, however, that the antipausing
activity is not shared by all bacterial NusGs: Tth
(Figure 2) and Bsu (14) factors increase rather than
decrease pausing. These differences likely reflect the
properties of the RNAP species: while Eco RNAP
pauses frequently, at least during transcription in vitro,
Bsu (35) and Tth enzyme (Figures 2 and 3) do not recog-
nize pause signals that hinder Eco RNAP even when
moving at approximately the same rate.
Pyrophosphorolysis in static TECs (e.g. A26) reveals
that the nascent RNA in Tth TECs is significantly more
resistant to cleavage as compared to the Eco RNAP [the
half-life of 13 s at 25 mM PPi (27)], suggesting that Tth
RNAP may be stabilized in the post-translocated state.
If this were true, Tth RNAP would be expected to
ignore pauses and transcribe at a faster rate, as seen in
bulk elongation assays (Figures 2 and 3). These observa-
tions suggest that translocation may not be rate limiting
for Tth RNAP; in this case, no ‘stimulatory’ effect of
NusG on elongation would be expected.

RNAPs that are not accelerated by NusG (or RfaH)
share one common property—they transcribe at an
overall faster rate in the absence of accessory factors.
This could be due to sequence-specific differences
between the catalytic elements which confer many
enzyme-specific properties (37). While it is difficult to
point out a single underlying reason, our attempts to
convert Eco RNAP into a Bsu-like enzyme through
removal of large E. coli-specific insertions have
demonstrated that the b0 SI3 domain is responsible for
many difference observed between Eco and Bsu enzymes
in vitro (52). Eco �SI3 enzyme transcribes at a faster rate,
pauses and terminates less efficiently, and is slowed down
by RfaHN (27). Similarly, Bsu (14) and Tth (Figure 2)
NusGs reduce the elongation rate by their cognate
RNAPs which are already inherently fast. It is currently
unclear how Bsu and Tth NusGs slow RNAP down; the
single-molecule analysis would be required to distinguish
between the effects on pausing (isomerization into, or

escape from, the off-pathway states) and pause-free elong-
ation between the short-lived pauses. The available data
appear to suggest that one of the roles of NusG could be
to maintain the certain rate of RNA synthesis rather than
to speed the RNAP up. In bacteria, this requirement may
be imposed by the need to couple transcription to trans-
lation (53).

What is the main role of NusG in the cell?

NusG-like proteins are present in all three kingdoms of
life and have been implicated in various essential cellular
processes. Eco NusG reduces RNAP pausing and intrinsic
termination (4), recruits Rho to the TEC (11,13) and par-
ticipates in formation of multi-protein complexes (9)
that mediate antitermination modification of RNAP
transcribing rrn and phage � genes and assist termination
by HK022 Nun protein. Recent reports (29,54) suggest
that Eco NusG may bind to ribosome; we have
proposed a similar role for RfaH (25). Due to this func-
tional diversity, it is difficult to point out which of these
activities is responsible for the ubiquity of NusG. In
E. coli, transcriptional repression of foreign DNA
through direct interactions with Rho has been proposed
to constitute the essential role of NusG (8). However, both
NusG and Rho are dispensable in B. subtilis (16) and Tth
NusG does not interact with Rho (18).
Binding to RNAP and modulation of its rate are

mediated by NusGN whereas NusGC domain is thought
to establish contacts with other partners (Figure 7). We
hypothesize that the primary role of NusGN may be to
tether NusGC to the TEC, whereas NusGC is essential
for the assembly and function of the regulatory complexes
that include one (Rho) or many (other Nus factors, nut
RNA, etc.) components.
We also propose that the roles of these domains are

conserved in all kingdoms. In Archaea and eukaryotes,
NusG homolog Spt5 forms a heterodimer with Spt4; the
Spt4/5 complex (called DSIF in humans) enhances RNAP
II processivity (55). The N-terminal domain of Mja NusG
likely binds to the same site on RNAP (28). The
C-terminal domains contain several KOW motifs (as
compared to just one in NusG) and repeats, which,
upon phosphorylation by cyclin-dependent kinases
(P-TEFb in humans and Bur in yeast), appear to
nucleate assembly of large protein complexes with
diverse regulatory functions. C-terminal repeats promote
RNAPII elongation, recruitment of the PAF complex and
mRNA capping enzymes, histone H2B K123
monoubiquitination and histone H3 K4 and K36
trimethylation, suppress Rad26-independent
transcription-coupled nucleotide excision repair
(30,55,56), and may couple transcription by RNAP I to
rRNA processing and ribosome assembly (57).
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